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Q.1 Answer the following: [10]
1) Internet is a collection of ----

a) Network of computers b) Network of networks

c) Network of Server d) None of these

2) Full form of SMTP is _
a) Simple Mail Transfer Protocol b) Same Mail Transfer Protocol
c) Simple Message Transfer Protocol d) None of these

3) H<SUB>2</SUB>O will give output _
a) H20 b) H20
c) H20 d) None of these

4) . special character is used to insert ® symbol in HTML page.
a) &reg; b) reg
c) Ctrl+R d) None of these

5) VLlNK attribute of BODY tag specifies the color for the document.
a) VISITED LINK b) LINK
c) ACTIVE LINK d) None of these

6) attribute indicates the method of transmitting the form data.
a) src b) href
c) method d) None of these

7) A in the rows and cols attribute indicates remaining area.
a) . (dot) b) # (hash)
c) * (star) d) None of these

8) display more than one document in a single window, tag is used.
a) FORM ~ FRAMESET
c) BODY d) None of these

9) Design, code, and preview views are the four View tabs in Microsoft
Frontpage.
a) Both b) File
c) Split d) None of these

10) Microsoft Frontpage is a HTML editor.
a) WYISWYG b) WYSIWYG
c) WYSWIYG d) WUSISUG

Q.2 Answer the following. [Any Ten] [20]
1. VVhatis Internet?
2. What is Tabbed-browsing?
3. Give the full form of HTML and URL.
4. Explain the FONT tag with any two attributes.
5. Explain different types of LIST available in HTML.
6. Explain SUp tag with an example.
7. How can you create external link? Explain.
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8.Explain TD tag with any two attributes. Give appropriate example.
9.

Explain the frameset tag along with any two attributes. Give appropriate example.
10.

Explain the form tag.
11.

Explain the reset button control.
12.

Explain the Windows Title bar of Microsoft Frontpage.

Q.3

A.Explain in brief Web-client and Web-browser. [04]
B.

Write a note on Services provided by the Internet. [06]
OR A.

Explain in brief WWW and Modem. [04]
B.

Write a note on the components of.Web-browser. [06]

Q.4

A.What is a Markup Language? Give any two examples. [04]
B.

Explain the HR tag. Explain at least three attributes with example. [06]
OR A.

Explain P and MARQUEE tags giving proper example. [04]
B.

Explain the BODY tag with at least three attributes. Give appropriate example. [06]

Q.5 A. Write down the syntax of TABLE tag. Explain all the attributes giving appropriate [05]
example.

B. What is a frame? Explain FRAME tag. [05]
OR

A. Explain A tag with example. [05]
B. Explain IMG tag. [05]

a.6 A. Write a note on text controls.with all the associated attributes. [05]
B. Explain the tag to insert a drop down list with all the attributes giving appropriate [05]

example.
OR

A. Explain INPUT tag with all its attributes giving appropriate example. [05]
B. Write a note on the components of GUI environment of Microsoft Frontpage. [05]
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